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INTRODUCTION

WHY COUPA?
BENTELER has selected Coupa as the technology platform to digitize and
standardize the Purchase-to-Order processes and enable electronic transactions.
▪

Coupa is a leading e-Procurement platform that connects buyers with suppliers

▪

BENTELER will use the Coupa Supplier Portal (CSP) to request supplier
catalogs, accelerate the update of supplier master data and to create and
communicate purchase orders

▪

Paperless, real-time order management in Coupa offers less risk of manual
errors, increased efficiency, and better transparency throughout the ordering
process

▪

The Coupa Supplier Portal (CSP) is free of charge for suppliers
Suppliers
Catalogs, Workflow
Visibility over orders

PO, PO Change
PO Acknowledgement
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INTRODUCTION

HOW WILL YOU BENEFIT FROM THIS?
By working with BENTELER
electronically, you will increase your
order-taking efficiency, reduce mistakes
and delays fulfilling orders, and maintain
a better presence with BENTELER.

▪

Instant visibility into Purchase Order
status

▪

Reduced manual transaction
processing – no paper or fax

▪

One central place to receive orders

▪

One system to get in contact with
BENTELER

▪

One platform to update your catalogs

Greater
Accuracy

Improved
Compliance

Increased
Efficiency

Effortless
Scalability

Better
Visibility
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INTRODUCTION

ONE SYSTEM, TWO INTERACTION METHODS
As a supplier, there are several ways you can electronically interact with Benteler:

via Email Flip…

via Coupa Supplier Portal (CSP)…

… and Purchase Orders via cXML
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INTRODUCTION

ADVANTAGES OF THE COUPA SUPPLIER PORTAL
As we adopt Coupa, we encourage our suppliers to adopt the Coupa Supplier
Portal (CSP).
▪

This free tool enables suppliers to easily do business with BENTELER and
other Coupa customers.

▪

Use of the CSP allows you to manage content and settings on a customer-bycustomer basis, including:
− View and acknowledge Purchase Orders

− Set your purchase order transmission preferences
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COUPA VIA EMAIL

RECEIVING ORDERS VIA EMAIL OVERVIEW
▪

With the help of Coupa, Suppliers will be able
to quickly receive and acknowledge POs

▪

As the Supplier you will have the ability to act
directly from your inbox when you receive a
Purchase Order (PO) notification email

▪

The notification email will include action
buttons to enable you to Acknowledge PO or
Add Comment to the PO

▪

There is no need for suppliers to sign in to
another website or portal

▪

Suppliers who are already registered on the
Coupa Supplier Portal can also take
advantage of these actionable notifications
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COUPA VIA EMAIL – PURCHASE ORDER

RECEIVE A PURCHASE ORDER VIA EMAIL
▪

If the Supplier email address is added in the Benteler system, the PO will be
automatically emailed directly to you

▪

Purchase Orders will show up as Coupa Notifications in your inbox
− POs will be issued to a PO email address confirmed by the supplier and not to the
primary contact email address (unless they are the same). Contact Benteler if unsure
which email you currently have on file, or if you need to update
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COUPA VIA EMAIL – PURCHASE ORDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

ACKNOWLEDGE A PURCHASE ORDER VIA EMAIL
(1/2)

View the PO information and click on the
Acknowledge PO tab to notify Benteler
that you have acknowledged the order.
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COUPA VIA EMAIL – PURCHASE ORDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

ACKNOWLEDGE A PURCHASE ORDER VIA EMAIL
(2/2)
Coupa will open in a new browser tab or window. You will see the message “Order
Acknowledged” at the top of the screen.
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COUPA VIA EMAIL – SOURCING EVENT

SOURCING EVENT: RFQ (1/3)
▪

Coupa will also be used by Benteler to run RFQs (sourcing events). In this case
Benteler will invite its suppliers to respond to RFQs via Coupa Supplier Portal

▪

In this case you will receive an email inviting you to participate in the event

▪

Click on the View Event button to access the Coupa Supplier Portal and view the
event details
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COUPA VIA EMAIL – SOURCING EVENT

SOURCING EVENT: RFQ (2/3)
▪

You can view the details of the
sourcing event from this page

▪

By ticking the box under Intend to
Respond labelled “Check this box
to let the buyer know you intend to
respond,” you will inform the Buyer
that you will participate in the
sourcing event

▪

At the bottom of the page, you can
see the timeline for the event

▪

Click on My Response tab to enter
your RFQ response
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COUPA VIA EMAIL – SOURCING EVENT

SOURCING EVENT: RFQ (3/3)
▪

In the “My Response” tab you can
access further details of the RFQ

▪

This is also where you will enter the
price for your offer

▪

By clicking the “Submit Response
to Buyer” button, you will send your
response to Benteler
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REGISTER IN CSP

REGISTER FOR COUPA SUPPLIER PORTAL (CSP)
You will receive an introduction email like the one below. When you accept the invitation and
create your account, you are automatically connected with Benteler.
Note: Invitations to the CSP expire after 30 days. Please take action as soon as possible
after receiving the invitation.
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REGISTER IN CSP

REGISTER FOR COUPA SUPPLIER PORTAL (CSP)
There are three additional ways to register for the CSP.
Supplier-Created Invitation

Benefits

Considerations

• You can go ahead and set up your
account.
• Add multiple users, set up login
preferences, and update your
profile anytime.

• You connect manually to each
customer. If Benteler later invites
you to CSP with a different email
address, you will need to merge
accounts.

Purchase Order Email

Forwarded Email

• If you use Supplier Actionable
• Invite others in your organization
Notifications (SAN), etc., you can
by forwarding the PO notification
create a CSP account from the PO
or invitation emails.
notification without an email
• The new user is automatically
invitation from Benteler.
linked correctly in CSP, so less
effort is required than if each
account were made from scratch.
• None.

• The email can only be forwarded
to addresses in the same domain;
however, this ensures more
security.
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REGISTER IN CSP

LOGIN TO COUPA SUPPLIER PORTAL
Access the CSP in your web browser at https://supplier.coupahost.com/ and use
your email address and password to login.
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PURCHASE ORDERS
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COUPA VIA CSP – PURCHASE ORDER

VIEW PURCHASE ORDERS IN CSP (1/2)
▪

Regardless of the PO delivery preference set, you will have access to POs
within the CSP

▪

Click Orders on the Menu bar
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COUPA VIA CSP – PURCHASE ORDER

VIEW PURCHASE ORDERS IN CSP (2/2)
▪

When the page refreshes, select the applicable PO number from the list of
purchase orders

▪

You can also use the Search bar to locate the desired PO
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COUPA VIA CSP – PURCHASE ORDER

VIDEO: MANAGE PURCHASE ORDERS IN CSP
▪

The supplier can create a custom view to filter the POs

▪

The supplier can communicate with Benteler over the comments section of the
PO

Please follow the link:
https://success.coupa.com/Suppliers/For_Suppliers/Coupa_Supplier_Portal/Additio
nal_Resources/CSP_Videos

Source: Coupa Success Portal
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COUPA VIA CSP – PURCHASE ORDER ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

ACKNOWLEDGE ORDERS IN CSP
▪

The page refreshes to display the PO details and shipping address

▪

Click the Acknowledged checkbox to notify customer that you received the PO

▪

You can print the PO by clicking Print View
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ADVANCE SHIP NOTICE
(ASN)
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COUPA VIA CSP – ADVANCE SHIP NOTICE

CREATE AN ASN
Note: The ASN feature is only available if the customer has enabled it in Coupa – it is
enabled by default, but also needs to be enabled for suppliers on the Supplier Record.
1. Log in to the CSP and click on Orders
2. Find the PO you want to send the ASN for in the Purchase Orders table
3. In the Actions column on the right, click on the Flip to ASN icon:
4. The Create Advance Ship Notice page will appear. Fill in at least the mandatory fields,
then click Submit at the bottom of the page.
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COUPA VIA CSP – ADVANCE SHIP NOTICE

VIEW AND MANAGE ASNs
▪

Click on the ASN tab in the menu

▪

From the Select Customer dropdown at the right, choose Benteler as the customer
whose ASNs you want to see

▪

The ASN table will show all ASNs you have sent to Benteler

▪

−

You can filter the table by columns, use the Search bar, or click the View drop-down

−

You can export the ASN table in CSV or Excel format with the Export to drop-down on the left

Edit an ASN by clicking on the Edit icon
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SERVICE/TIMESHEET
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COUPA VIA CSP – SERVICE/TIMESHEET

CREATE A SERVICE/TIMESHEET
▪

Click on the Orders tab in the main menu and locate the appropriate PO

▪

In the Actions column, click the icon Create a Service/Time Sheet:

▪

Select the relevant PO lines, then click the Create Service/Time Sheets button

▪

Enter time, quantity, and/or amount against the PO line items
− Note: You can only enter one week at a time, and the week applies to all lines

▪

Save as Draft or Submit the Service/Time sheet

Note: Benteler enabled this feature for you. You also have to enable it for selected CSP
user(s) on the Admin page.
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COUPA VIA CSP – SERVICE/TIMESHEET

MANAGE SERVICE/TIMESHEETS (1/2)
▪

You can submit multiple service/time sheets for any amounts/quantities against
one PO and PO line

▪

Once submitted, the Service/Time Sheet is routed to Benteler for approval
− Customer can approve or reject the entire PO, or individual PO lines
− Customer can accept and pay for partial work; you can see which lines are approved,
pending approval, need rework, or are discarded/rejected

▪

If the Sheet, or one or more lines, are approved: a receipt and an inventory
transaction are created for the values of each PO line and you get a notification.

▪

If the Sheet, or one or more lines, are rejected: you receive a notification of the
required rework and you have to submit the Sheet again.
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COUPA VIA CSP – SERVICE/TIMESHEET

MANAGE SERVICE/TIMESHEETS (2/2)
▪

Click on the Service/Time Sheets tab on the main menu

▪

From the Select Customer dropdown on the right, select Benteler

▪

From here, you can click on the Service/Time Sheet number to view a sheet’s details, or
click on the associated PO number to view the PO

▪

You can also Edit, Delete, or Withdraw the Service/Time Sheet from this screen
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SOURCING EVENT
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COUPA VIA CSP – SOURCING EVENT

SOURCING EVENT
▪

Sourcing Events are always send via E-Mail, please refer to the section “Coupa
via Email” for more information
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ADMINISTRATION – PO DELIVERY METHOD

CONFIGURE THE PO DELIVERY METHOD
On the Purchase Orders page, select the customer whose settings you want to modify and
click on the Configure PO Delivery button.
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ADMINISTRATION – SUPPLIER PROFILE

UPDATE SUPPLIER PROFILE (1/2)
▪

The profile can be updated after you click the emailed link and complete the
sign-up process for the CSP

▪

Click Profile in the menu bar
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ADMINISTRATION – SUPPLIER PROFILE

UPDATE SUPPLIER PROFILE (2/2)

Edit
Company
Info

Not available

Add Users

Allow additional users
access to your account:

▪

From the menu bar, click Admin, then
click Invite User

▪

Enter employee’s email address, then
click Send Invitation

▪

You can restrict access to specific
customers by checking/unchecking the
box under the customer name in the
user table

▪

You can delete a user by clicking the
Delete icon

Note: If a user is given access to a specific customer, the user can access ALL POs for
that customer
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ADMINISTRATION – MANAGE USERS

MANAGE USERS (1/2)
Permissions can be limited for each individual user in your account. Users can be
limited to only certain customers, certain types of documents, and certain tasks.
Click on the Admin tab, then click Users on the left.

Click the Edit button under a

user’s name to change access.
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ADMINISTRATION – MANAGE USERS

MANAGE USERS (2/2)
It is possible to allow or disallow the following permission for users:
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ADMINISTRATION – MERGE REQUEST

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS MERGE REQUEST
▪

If you supply multiple Benteler locations, you will have multiple CSP identities

▪

If you would like to merge them to manage everything from one account, there
is a Request Merge option

1

3

2

▪

More information on creating and managing Merge Requests is available on the
Coupa Success Portal under “Manage Merge Requests”
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ADMINISTRATION – SIM FORMS

VIEW REMIT-TO INFORMATION
On the left of the Admin page, click on the Remit-To link to view the list of remit-to
addresses and their details - for example, the customers they are assigned to.
Click on View Details to see more information.

Remit-To
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CSP QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE (1 OF 2)
Introduction
You will find the Coupa Supplier Portal easy to use. This guide will help you create a catalog or view POs.

Signing In
1.

Activate your account: You should have received an email invitation to join the Coupa Supplier Portal. Follow the instructions
provided. You can also register directly at https://supplier.coupahost.com
Reset your account: If you have forgotten your username or password, click the link at the bottom of the page.

2.

1

Edit Your Company Info

The first thing you should do is complete your Public Profile.
Company Info tab→ Edit. Ensure all mandatory fields are filled in;
click Save. Your public profile is visible to ALL Coupa customers,
not just customers with whom you are connected.
Add users:
You can add users to perform all tasks in your account:
1. Under Company Info, select User Accounts. Then click on
Invite an Employee.
2. Enter the employee's email address in the text box provided and
click on Send Invitation. They will receive an email with
instructions to activate their account.
3. You can restrict users’ access to specific customers by
checking/unchecking the box under the customer name in the
user table.
4. You can delete a user by clicking on the Delete icon
NOTE: When enabled for a given customer, a user can access
ALL POs for that customer.

2

Configure Customers

Settings for PO Delivery option and Punch-out are maintained
individually for each customer. You can also setup specific customer
profiles:
1. Click on the customer tab (labeled with customer's name).
2. Edit the information under the Profile section. You can select to
compare with other profile to easily copy information across.

Set PO Delivery Preference:
1. Under the customer name tab, select PO Delivery.
2. Enter your Email or cXML configuration details. You will still be
able to view POs on the CSP.
Configure Punch-out Site:
1. Under the customer name tab, select Punch-out.
2. Enter the customer Punch-out configuration details. It will be
effective immediately.
If your customer chooses to receive updates, they are
automatically pushed to the customer’s Coupa environment.
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3

View Orders

Regardless of the PO delivery preference set, you will also have
access to POs within the Coupa Supplier Portal. To view customer
orders:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the customer name tab, then click on Purchase Orders.
Click on the PO# to view the PO.
To acknowledge a PO, tick the Acknowledged check box.
You can print the PO by clicking on Print View.

4

Manage Catalogs

In order for your customers to buy products or services from you,
you need to have an agreed Catalog in place.
1. Create Catalog: Click on the customer tab and select Catalogs.
Click on Create. You can set start and expiry dates.
2. Submit Catalog: When you have included all the items
required, click Submit to Buyer. This automatically sends a
notification to the buyer to review the catalog and approve. You
can view the status in real-time in the Catalogs view. Once the
catalog is approved, your products and services are immediately
available to your customer's employees.

Managing Catalogs
Once a catalog is accepted, it cannot be edited. You can create and submit new catalogs to reflect changes in price or product/service
offering.
Does your company have more than one CSP account? Merge them!
On your Home page you will see a list of accounts that you can request to merge. Click on Merge. Add a comment in the text box (this will
be sent to the other account's owner) and then click Send Request. Ask the other account owner to log in and on their Home page, click
on Merge then Accept on the next screen.
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THANK YOU

Thank You
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